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Plant guilds are both a relatively new concept and a very old idea.  Early Europeans arriving 
on the eastern shores of North America commented on areas of beautiful, park-like forests.  
That’s because, for generations, some indigenous peoples had practiced sustainable food 
forest gardening through selective planting, harvesting and clearing by burning.  Unfortu-
nately, none of those early settlers took the time to study these gardens.  So today we are 
trying to relearn what plants go together harmoniously.  This is still very much an evolving 
field of study and is generally considered an important part of the larger discipline called 
“permaculture”. 
 
First coined by Australians David Holmgren, then a graduate student, and his professor, Bill 
Mollison, in 1978, the word permaculture originally referred to "permanent agriculture".  
More recently, the definition was expanded to also mean "permanent culture", as it was 
understood that social aspects were integral to a truly sustainable system.  Permaculture 
can be defined as the conscious design and maintenance of agriculturally productive sys-
tems which have the diversity, stability, and resilience of natural ecosystems.  Permaculture 
systems are built to respect three fundamental ethics:  

 People Care – taking care of the needs of today’s people and the needs of future 
generations. 

 Earth Care – caring for the earth and respecting natural limits. 

 Fair Share – recognizing that Nature is inherently generous, and sharing that surplus, 
by sharing food surpluses, by allowing other living beings to share what we grow in 
wildlife-friendly gardens, and by returning our surplus growth to the earth through 
strategies such as composting.  

 
So what’s the difference between companion planting and a plant guild?  There are several. 
Companion planting typically involves co-planting two or three annual species so as to avoid 
harmful interactions such as competition for space, or to promote beneficial relationships, 
for example when one plant provides pollination or pest control services for another.  Plant 
guilds, in contrast, entail large groupings of mostly perennials, often centring on a tree or 
large shrub, that are ideally arranged to provide the full spectrum of ecological services, 
such that the grouping as a whole becomes self-sustaining and does not require further 
inputs.  
 
While plant guilds belong to the philosophy of permaculture, companion planting comes 
from the organic school.  Because it is based mostly on annual plants, companion planting 
schemes can be modified relatively easily.  Selecting and placing the perennial plants that 
form the basis of a plant guild requires a great deal more thought both because these 
plants can be expected to live a lot longer than annuals, and because there are typically 
more kinds of plants that will form more complex relationships.  This distinction has an im-
pact on the aesthetics of the respective systems.  Companion planting tends to look rela-
tively tidy and constrained, whereas a mature plant guild can appear quite messy and cha-
otic to the untrained eye.  
  
In keeping with organic philosophy, companion planting seeks to minimize the negative 
impacts of human impacts on the environment.  Plant guilds seek to create a system that 

WHITE CABBAGE MOTH 
 

Dale Odorizzi  
Master Gardener of Lanark 

County  
How can anything so pretty be so destruc-
tive?  The White Cabbage Moth (pieris ra-
pae) is a small to medium sized butterfly 
with a 3-5 cm wingspan.  The forewings are 
creamy white with black tips and two or 
three spots.  While it is commonly known 
as a moth, due to its appearance, it is in 
fact a butterfly.  The natural range is across 
Europe, Asia and North Africa.  It was acci-
dently introduced to Quebec around 1860 
and spread rapidly throughout North 
America and is viewed as a pest for com-
mercial agriculture.  It is often referred to 
as “imported cabbage worm” and is a seri-
ous pest to cabbage and other mustard 
family crops.  The larvae, which are up to 3 
cm are velvety green with a fine yellow 
stripe down their back.  The eggs are yel-
low cones laid on the underside of leaves. 
 
The adult emerges from overwintering pu-
pae in early spring to lay eggs.  Larvae feed 
for 2-3 weeks then pupate in debris on soil 
surface.  Adults emerge in 1-2 weeks.  
There are three to five generations each 
growing season.  The larva is voracious.  
Once it hatches from the egg, it eats its 
own eggshell and then moves on to eat the 
leaves of the host plants.  It bores into the 
interior of the cabbage, feeding on new 
sprouts.  The mustard oil of the host plant 
makes the larvae distasteful to birds.  The 
adult feeds on flowers especially purple, 
blue or yellow.  They probe for nectar after 
landing. 
 
This insect feeds on all Brassica family 
crops (cabbage family) but prefers broccoli, 
cabbage and cauliflower.  The larvae make 
round holes in the leaves.  Damage to cauli-
flower and broccoli is caused by excrement 
which discolours the heads.  As head devel-
op, they bore into the centre, making the 
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works to regenerate the natural environment by replicating natural ecosystems. 
 
Perhaps the most significant difference is in terms of the productivity of these different sys-
tems.  We know that conventional agriculture requires roughly ten calories of input for each 
calorie of output.  Inputs to conventional systems include purchased seeds, fertilizers, pesti-
cides, herbicides, water, fuel to run the tractors and combine harvesters.  Then, of course, 
the average mouthful of food from a grocery store has travelled about 2,000 kilometers to 
reach your plate! 
 
By comparison, organic systems that include companion planting seem like a pretty good 
bargain.  Each unit of input can be expected to yield about one unit of output, but organic 
systems still require inputs.  Estimates of the productivity of plant guild systems range from 
1:50 to 1:500, and productivity tends to increase with the maturity of the system.  When 
you plant tomatoes, you may be using seeds you saved from the previous season, but you 
will still have to purchase sterile potting soil, go to the effort of filling pots with soil, planting 
the seeds, keeping them indoors under lights, watering and fertilizing them until it’s time to 
move everything outside and transplant your seedlings into a prepared bed.  When you 
plant a berry bush, or a fruit tree, no further inputs are required except perhaps a bit of 
water in dry years and your own labour for pruning and harvesting.  Furthermore, as the 
years pass, your bush or tree will grow and become more productive. The same cannot be 
said for your annual tomato seedlings! 
 
Constructing an effective plant guild entails understanding the various ecological functions 
that plants perform, and seeking plants that will fill as many of these as possible.  A single 
plant can fulfil numerous functions.  Consider a white oak. It’s a native plant that provides 
habitat, food and shelter for birds, insects, and other wildlife.  A big tree, oaks provide 
shade, which helps to retain water in the soil.  The roots also retain water, stabilize the soil, 
and attract and sustain beneficial soil organisms such as mycorrhiza.  Differential tempera-
tures between different levels of the tree create cooling breezes.  A mature oak can tran-
spire up to 2000 gallons of water on a hot, dry day, contributing substantially to water cy-
cling.  Dust, pollen, and other particles arising from the leaves act to seed clouds.  Big trees 
like the oak also contribute to carbon and oxygen cycling, and air purification.  A mature oak 
may have 10-30 acres of leaf surface that traps dust and other air-borne particles.  Continu-
ous shedding of pollen, dust, mold spores, manure (from perching birds, etc.), small branch-
es and leaves enrich the soil around the tree. Finally, acorns are a traditional food for First 
Peoples of North America. 
 
From the example of the oak tree, we can deduce a variety of ecological functions.  Fast-
growing and “messy” plants that drop a lot of litter are natural mulch-makers that serve to 
provide soil cover and enhance organic material in the soil.  Plants with deep tap roots, or 
diffuse fibrous root systems can draw nutrients up from the subsoil and serve as bio-
accumulators that enrich the soil.  Many of the pioneer species we tend to classify as weeds 
serve this function.  
 
Most gardeners are, of course, familiar with the legume family and its ability to fix nitrogen 
in the soil.  It is this characteristic that makes annuals like peas and beans so useful in crop 
rotations.  But did you know there are also leguminous trees and perennials that fix nitro-
gen?  False indigo (Baptisia australis), Siberian pea shrub (Caragana arborescens), black and 
honey locust trees (Gleditsia spp.) and even Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) are all 
nitrogen fixers. (Caution: Russian olive is designated an invasive species in some areas.)  
 
Plants, such as nasturtiums and marigolds, act as natural fumigants and secrete substances 
that discourage infestations of undesirable bugs.  In the permaculture world, fragrant flow-
ers that are rich in pollen or nectar are called “insectaries” for their ability to attract benefi-
cial insects and pollinators.  Then there is a class of plants with dense or prickly growth that 
are called “barrier plants” for their ability to provide physical or visual barriers.  In my gar-
den, I use the humble violet with its very dense root structure as a barrier to prevent the 
spread of other aggressive plants such as mint and creeping Jenny (Lysimachia nummularia).  
Plants that offer food, shelter, nesting materials and nest sites are useful for attracting wild-
life to our gardens. Finally, let’s not forget the plants that serve human needs.  These might 
include food plants, herbs we use for flavouring or medicinal purposes, woody plants that 

crop unmarketable for fresh market. 
 
If you see these pretty little white butter-
flies flying around your plants, you can be 
sure you will soon have their larvae.  Scout 
for and destroy eggs.  Encourage parasitic 
wasps by planting small flowered annuals 
(preferable not purple blue or yellow) in 
and near your garden.  Hand pick larvae in 
light infestations.  Cover the plants with 
floating row covers.  Once you see the 
white butterflies, you likely already have 
some eggs and even larvae. 
 
 I have found that putting floating row co-
vers over your garden bed as soon as you 
plant your seeds or transplants helps to 
keep the butterflies away from your crop.  
Be sure the row cover does not have any 
small holes and weight it down with stones, 
bricks or logs, allowing sufficient slack so 
your crops can grow under it. You do not 
need to use hoops or support.  Unlike other 
types of crops that require pollination, you 
can leave your row covers on your Brassi-
cae until you are ready to harvest.  
 
Home and Organic gardeners are aware 
that often our crops are a little less than 
perfect to look at than commercial plants 
that use heavy doses of pesticides.  If you 
bring in broccoli or cauliflower that has 
bore holes in it, cut it up as you would for 
using and then soak it in salty water for 
awhile.  It there are any worms, they will 
shrivel up and float to the top. 

BOOK REVIEW 
Food To Grow Frankie Flowers  

Collins 2016  
ISBN 978 1-44343-399-0  

Edythe Falconer 
Master Gardener of Ottawa Car-

leton 
How thorough can one book be? Quite! 
This can be achieved by an author who has 
grown up gardening and has made it his 
profession ever since – doing it and writing 
prolifically about it in an easy going yet 
informative manner. 
 
In Food to Grow Frankie Flowers does in-
deed take us from the beginning to the end 
– from soil to seed to plants to harvest. 
Excellent and illustrative colour photos and 
charts are provided throughout.  
 
Whatever your gardening potential in 
space or in experience the author has news 
for you. You can do it. You can grow beauti-
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offer fuel, and plants we use for crafts or aesthetic purposes, including all the pretty flowers 
we love to grow. 
 
So how on earth is an urban gardener expected to fit this many plants into a typical city lot?  
It’s easier than you might think! First, recall that one plant can fulfill several different func-
tions.  Second, plant guilds are usually densely planted around a central tree or shrub.  An 
excellent free publication from Midwest Permaculture (see: http://tcpermaculture.com/
docs/Plant%20Guilds%20eBooklet%20-%20Midwest%20Permaculture.pdf)  provides exam-
ples of nine different plant guilds, along with additional background information.  In most 
cases, the amount of space required for these guilds is less than 10 meters in diameter, 
which will easily fit on the average city lot.  Furthermore, most of the species listed in this 
Ohio-based publication are also hardy in the Ottawa area. 
 
Take, for example the serviceberry guild.  Serviceberries (Amelanchier Canadensis) are be-
coming an increasingly common urban tree because new cultivars are now reliably single-
stemmed, and they offer four-season interest – flowers in the early spring, delicious fruit by 
mid-summer, stunning fall foliage, and smooth grey bark and attractive branching for winter 
interest.  
 
Midwest permaculture suggests perimeter plants for a serviceberry tree might include 
horseradish, comfrey, currant bushes and mint on the north side.  On the south side of the 
tree, which would receive more sun, they suggest planting aromatic herbs such as lemon 
balm, dill, parsley and coriander, a hazel shrub (two are required for nut production), straw-
berries and a dwarf fruit tree or two. 
In my garden, I’ve grouped my serviceberry (with the plastic collar) with European elderber-

ry (Sambucus nigra) on the south side 
(foreground), a selection of ornamen-
tals, including fringed loosestrife 
(Lysimachia ciliate), bearded irises (Iris 
germanica), the native hardy geranium 
bloody cranesbill (Geranium sanguine-
um) and a few spring bulbs, including 
tulips and alliums.  North of the tree (in 
the background of this photo) I grow 
mint, oregano and Canadian anemo-
nes. 
 
While I am pleased with the aesthetic 
combination that pairs the chartreuse 
foliage of the elderberry with the dusky 

leaves of the loosestrife, this is not a wholly successful grouping.  The elderberry regularly 
suffers some dieback and has yet to produce any berries.  Either it doesn’t like its neigh-
bours, or perhaps this site right up beside the road on my sandy soil is too dry. So my exper-
imentation with plant guilds continues! 
 
The aim of a highly productive garden that does not require any external inputs may be as-
pirational, but it’s a goal that’s well worth a few years of experimentation! 

R&R’s Easy Pesto Recipe 
Rebecca Last 

Master Gardener of Ottawa Carleton 

Richard Guenette 
Fabulous home cook 

This is one of their favourite recipes for 
using – and preserving – the basil that Re-
becca grows. 
 
BASIC RECIPE 
Ingredients 
2 cups fresh basil leaves, packed 
½ cup freshly grated Parmesan or Romano 
cheese 
½ cup extra virgin olive oil 
⅓ cup nuts – pine nuts, walnuts, almonds 
(our preference is mostly pine nuts with a 
sprinkle of almonds to add a bit more tex-
ture) 
3 medium-sized garlic cloves 
Salt and pepper to taste 
 
Method 
In a food processor or blender, combine 
the basil and nuts.  Pulse a couple of times 
to mix.  Add garlic and pulse some more. 
Slowly drizzle in the olive oil, while continu-
ing to blend at slow speed.  Pause as need-
ed to use a rubber spatula and push the 
mixture down the sides of mixer so every-
thing is blended evenly.  Add the grated 
cheese and continue mixing until thorough-
ly blended. 
 
Can be served immediately over pasta, on 
baked potatoes or spread on a toasted ba-
guette. Alternatively, seal in Ziploc baggie 
and freeze for up to 12 months. 
 
Variations 
Try purple basil made with walnuts for an 
earthier taste. Lemon basil combines well 
with almonds and makes a wonderful side 
dish for fish. Thai basil also works well with 
almonds. For a vegan version of this dish, 
eliminate the cheese, or substitute a nut 
cheese. 

Watch for Trowel Talk the Master Gardeners of Ottawa Carleton electronic monthly gardening newsletter available 
on the 15th at http://mgottawa.ca/ 
 
Visit the Almonte online community newspaper ‘The Millstone’ - http://millstonenews.com/ -for a column by David 
Hinks of the Ottawa Carleton Master Gardeners; under the Gardening tab 
 
Master Gardeners of Ottawa-Carleton and Master Gardeners of Lanark County are member groups of Master 
Gardeners of Ontario Inc., a registered charity with the mission of providing gardening advice to homeowners 

Need help? Contact us at: 
Telephone Help Line, Wednesday and Thursday 1–3 pm (all year)  : 613-236-0034 -  
Ottawa E-mail Help Line, monitored daily : mgoc_helpline@yahoo.ca   
Lanark E-mail help Line: lanarkmg@gmail.com 

ful plants that you can both admire and eat 
– or pick from! 
 
At 408 pages most of us are not going to sit 
down and read this book in one sitting. It is 
after all a reference book to be used on an 
as needed basis through consulting the 
content page at the beginning and/or the 
comprehensive index at the end – pages 
403-408. Altogether Food to Grow is a 
wonderful gift to give to oneself or to a 
gardening friend. 

 Rebecca Last 


